Bioinspired laser-operated molecular locomotive.
Biomotors kinesin and dynein show us that robust track-walking is possible down to molecular scale. Here I design a laser-powered molecular locomotive that is able to do that on an easily constructed track. The core of the machine is its work cycle that periodically converts optical energy into mechanical work, which is further rectified into processive, directional motion. Thus the molecular locomotive is essentially beyond the famous design of molecular shuttles. Under automated laser operation, the locomotive can move a few mum per second comparable to its biological counterparts. However, this artificial motor is capable of conveniently switchable, dual directional motion in contrast to common unidirectionality of biomotors. The locomotive is also different from the big category of Brownian motors in the sense that move of the locomotive is not a result of biasing pre-existing fluctuations, rather it is directly and decisively driven by optomechanical strokes of the work cycle, generating a pulling force ten times greater than those of biomotors. Being a novel type of molecular motor as well as a powerful molecular engine, this machine will potentially enable automatic, forceful delivery of molecular building blocks with nanometer accuracy. Well within reach of established techniques, its implementation will be a significant advance in nanoscience and nanotechnology.